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Subj. Line: Even cats know this cancer prevention secret… 

XXXXX. Want to know a weird health fact? 

Cats have been showing us for years how to better protect against cancer with a 

simple trick that barely qualifies as exercise. 

(Nope, it doesn’t involve chasing a crinkle ball around the house.) 

Cats love to stretch. 

Fitness gurus, of course, also know the importance of stretching. Trouble is, many 

fitness gurus tend to view stretching as a minor component of larger, complicated 

workout routines where time, sweat and pain are the name of the game. 

Now to be fair, straight-up hard exercise has its benefits. In addition to building 

muscle and burning fat, high levels of exercise have been shown by the National 

Cancer Institute to lower the risk of certain cancers like colon and breast cancer… 

…and that’s all fine if you’re into hefting weights and trudging home from the gym 

three nights a week. 

That’s certainly not something that works for my lifestyle. If it’s the same for you, 

then you’ll perhaps appreciate my enthusiasm (and reason for sharing this email) 

after discovering that stretching on its own has been shown to offer the same 

protection against cancer without sweating it out in a gym. 

When you stretch, you increase blood lymph circulation. As a fluid that circulates 

throughout your body to boost immunity, lymph also has the vital job of removing 

dead cellular debris and toxins from your body. When your lymph system is 

congested, toxic buildup causes a condition called hypoxia, where the lack of 

oxygen to an area of your body sets the stage for the invasion and spread of certain 

cancers, as well as chronic diseases. 

Stretching also helps lower blood sugar. In randomized studies by the Australian 

Physiotherapy Association, 22 adults at risk of type 2 diabetes either passively 



stretched or mock-stretched two hours after a meal. After 20 minutes, those who 

passively stretched saw significant reductions in blood glucose levels. 

PLUS, stretching reduces your risk of injury from a fall. According to studies 

published in the Journal of Strength & Conditioning Research, stretching helps 

improve fine-muscle coordination, which reduces the risk of a tumble. 

In other words, you don’t need to do killer exercises to boost your immune system, 

get rid of toxins and protect yourself better against injury and disease. 

All you need to do is take a few more minutes each day to stretch more, like first 

thing in the morning. 

Instead of jumping right out of bed to launch into your day, stretch out on your 

back. Reach your arms and legs out in a full-body stretch and hold for about 5 

seconds before resting and doing it again. 

You know, just like a cat. 

With a few simple stretches added to your day, you help boost your lymph system 

to better rid yourself of toxins and improve your overall health. 

Speaking of toxins and your immune health, did you catch my latest health article? 

>> Detox Your Home and Body With These Common Indoor Plants 

Make sure you read about the chemical TCE (#4 on the indoor pollutants most 

common to homes). It can cause several forms of cancer and you might have it in 

your home right now. 

>> Click here to make sure you’re safe 

I think you’ll also be amazed by the eight awesome plant choices you have for 

detoxifying your home. 

My favorite is plant #5 because it naturally soothes burns… 

…meaning, yes. I can be clumsy when cooking. :) 

You’ll see what I mean. 

Best, 

XXXXX 


